**Student Records – Leepfrog and Courseleaf**

- Zero to 60 in less than 8 months: Towson’s CourseLeaf Catalog & Curriculum implementation project – Session 35961 – Towson University – Alliance 2016
- Integrated, Easy, Different, Beautiful - Curriculum and Catalog with CourseLeaf Software – Session 35959 – Vendor – mp3 only – Alliance 2016

**Student Records – Other**

- Transfer Credit Rule Writing 101 – Session 35707 – Northern Illinois University – Alliance 2016
- Upgrade is an Opportunity: Re-Skinging Student Records – Session 35193 – Cornell University – PS 9.0, PT 8.53 – Alliance 2016

**Student Financials**

- Student Financial Agreement Activity Guide: Lessons Learned – Session 35731 – Florida State University – PT 8.54.16 – Alliance 2016
- Student Financials 101 – Session 35621 – Florida State University – PT 8.54.16 – Alliance 2016 (Young Professionals Group)
- Student Financials Accounting - The Necessary Evils – Session 35109 – University of Colorado Boulder – Alliance 2016
- Population Update for Student Financials – Session 35108 – University of Colorado Boulder – Alliance 2016
- GL Interface: From Item Type to FMS – Session 35022 – University of Texas Arlington and Southwestern Medical Center – Alliance 2016

**BI Publisher**

- Making Templates for PeopleSoft Query Data using BI Publisher – Session 35189 – UNT Health Science Center – PS 9.0, PT 8.53.13, Bundle 36 – Alliance 2016

**Pop Select and Service Indicators**

- Tired of Hand Entering Student Groups and Service Indicators? Let the System Do the Work! – Session 35145 – University of Connecticut – PS 9.0, 8.5.15 – Alliance 2016

**Technical**

- XML Publisher Reporting: Exploring Data Extraction Logic and Display Layouts – Session 35175 – North Dakota University System – PT 8.53.03